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BABY BOOM EQUALS CAREER BUST

In order to understand today's high unemployment rate, we must examine
the ultimate social implicatioTis of the postwar "baby bpom" (1946-1965).
More than 27 million more babies were born during these 20 years immediately
following World War 11 then during the previous 20 years (79.5 million births .

1946.1965 versus 52.4 million births 1926-194Q.' Today the fob market is
being overwhelmed by these babies half of whom are now young adults seeking
work in record numbers.

Tlus year nearly ,two million more Americans will celebrate their twenty-
. first birthday than ,did a ,mere 20 .years ago in 1.9.57:(4.2 million versus 2.3
,million)? Ther.e has,been a parallel increase course, in the number of first

time job Seekers trying to enter the work force. The resulting competition has
produced what can accurately be termed a career bust that is particularly
severe among college graduates due to the fact that so many more young
people are pursuing a cqllege education today.

A.

,
The graduating collee class of 1974 otaled 1,008,654 graduatesmore

than 3'h times as many as the class of 955 which totaled only 287,4D1
.3graduates ,Three quarters of a million college, gradhates were forced' into

clerical, service, and blue collar occupations between 1970 and 19744 because
there weren't enough college-level jobs to go around. The Labor Department
expects _that another one million surplus college graduates will have been
produced by 1985.' The present career bust..and persistently high unemploy-
ment rates are likely to continue throughout the 1980's unless bold social
measures are initiated to find meaningful work for the second half of the baby
boom generation due to enter the work force between now and 1990.

This lay report deals with the following aspects of the Baby Boom. 1) Ifs
Immediate and long-term impact on career opportunities for those college
graduates who make up'' the baby boom generation (born rpughly bets een

'1946-1965), 2) It's impact .on those whose competitive positions will be
significantly affected by. tire entry of the baby boom generation into the work

.force; and 3) The potential social implications of the baby lioom and its
resultant career bust. Emphasis will be placed on what individuals can do to
avoid or mitigate the consequences, of the baby boom's career bust on
themselves. It Is important to note that the figures quoted in this report are
drawn without exception from official U.S.Government sources.

ts
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Tire Magnitude of the Problem: "Like Throwing all cif Cana& Onto the
American Jobiliarket"

An insight into the magnitude and potential significance of the baby boom
can be grasped by imagining That someone transformed the entire Canadian
population Into young people. Imagine the strain that would be placed on our
job markets if each year beginning in 1970, more than one million of these
Canadians moved into the U.S. looking, fo'-r work, until by about 1985 there
would not be a single person left in all of Canada. These are nearly the exact
proportions of the, postwar baby boom and the magpitude of its impact on the
U.S. labor market.

e.

The Canadian government estimated its popUlation at just under ':22.7
million in 1975.6 As a result primarily of the baby boom, the American labor
force is expected to expand by 21.8 million people between 1970 and 1985
alone. Another 4.9 million people will be added fo our work force during the
late 1980's as the last of the baby boom generation tries to squeeze into the
job market.?

The generally souring effects of the baby boom on the job market have been
noted by farmer Assistant Secretary of Labor, Amold Weber, who says the
baby boom "will move through file labor. force like a pig Through, a boa
constrictor."8 (Ogr particular focus in this report will be on the labor market
for college graduates. This segment of the labor market is beingespecially hard
hit due to the fact that so many in the baby boom generation are..choosing to
attend college.)

In 1955, approximately 12 percent of the 'college-age population was
completing four yeIrs of college.9 By 1974 those babies born during roughly
the first third of the baby boom years were old eriough, to attend college and
26 percent of them were completing their bachelors degrees.' ° The percentage
of young pedple completing college hard more than doubled in less than 20
years! This tremendous increase in.graduates coupled with the fact that the
baby boom constituted only a transitory increase in population is what has
caused the great oversupply' of college graduates now trying to fit into our
glutted job market. e ,

Career Bust Magnified Because.Population Increase Was Transitory

Many of the baby boom's worst problemsespecially for those who make
up the baby boom generationresult from the number of births spurting,up by
50 percent for.20 years and then suddenly coptracting-back to,near their
former level." If our population had continued to grow of of births had
merely held steady at the higher postwar level, we would not have had nearly-

..
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as malt) difficult, long-term problems. The transitory., on-again-off-a ain nature
of the postwar babjf boom had created and will continue to create a great deal
of additionarhayoc atAkohabies in this generation grow -older:and older.

The needs and demands of people change with their age. As the people in
the baby boom generation (BBG) grow up,

41.
they create boom limes for the

A
_institutions and industries that diust grOirto meet the needs of this enlarged
bubble' of population. They first created`,boom times for baby ood makers,
toy manufacturers, and grade gchool educMors. The protilm is owever; that
in every case these boom times are transitory. Twenty years after these booms
begin, they suddenly end and the affecte\d industry experiences a painful

. contraction as the BBG outgrows the need,fr its products and services. The
last of the BBG for example, has already passed through the lower glades
leaving many empi classrooms and surplus teachers in its wake.

The Teacher Surplus: A Direct Consequence of he Baby Boom

The passage of the baby boom generation (BBG) through our educational
system provides particularly lucid examples of this demogrOphic phenomenon's
direct impact on career optfortunities for:'1) individuals outside the BBG, and

. 2) thoselndividuals who are, part of the BBG. Because the BBG vas 11/2 times
the size of the generation thrst preceded it, it. s entry into our schools created a
need for half again as many teachers. This resulted in a Very favorable market
for teachers born before 1945. .

TwelitY years later, however, as t first Waves of college graduates from, the
BBG began spilling out of the end of our educational pipeline, the bottom had
afriady begin to fall out of the market for teachers. The teaching market was. -.-
tightening up because our grade schools were already experiencing the painful
contraction .Drat followed the passage of the last of the BBG through the
beginning 'of the educational pipeline. TheBBG.had prOduced a career boom
for the generations that preceded it followed by a career bust for.themembers
of the BBG who wanted to enter the veil, profession the BBG had earlierent
into boom times.

Unfortunately, what has happened in the market for teachers not an
isolated example of the BBG's impact on career opportunities.; Ironically, this
pattern of producing a career boom for other generations followed by a career
bust fo; its own generatiori is:also typical of the BDG's impact on career
opportunities in many other areas, The exact same p'attern_has operated in
baby foods and toy manufacturing. This pattern is being repeated, again today
ill the market for college teachers. The liBG will produce its ultimate series of
career booms for the generations behind it as those in this generation leave the
work kirce creating a record riumbee of job openings followed by booms in

`.414,4
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retirement home sales, nursing homes, and a final career boom for 'morticians
during the early Part of the next century! . 4

Postwar Prosperity Helps Produce Career-Bust for Nearly Two Million
College Graduates

The prosperity vieexperienced during the postwar period made us,wealthier
faster than at any other time in our history. Beginning in 1941 from a base that
was already the ;world's highest, the average American% real Income (after
adjustment for inflation) more than doubled by 1972 (up ,109 percept).17 A
better educated work force was correctly seen as a major reason for our
increased wealth.' Consequently, we put more and more money back into
education in order to keep our prosperity machine running.

°

The'total amount spent on higher education increased more than 60 fold
between.,1940 and 1975') 3 In the Ten years between 1965 and+1975 alone,
total spending on higher education' skyrotketed from 12.7 billion to 44.9
billionan hicrease.of 350 percent in just 10years time.' 4 The percentage of
high school seniors going on to college climbed steadily from 35 percent, in
1940 to over 60 percent by 1975.'s

It took Our colleges lvd universities considerably less than the first four/
years of the, 1970's to produce more graduates than they had during allof the
1954's combined. Although ,the demand for college graduates grew rapidly, h
couldn't Thatch this pace. By the early 1970's, thecareer bust that began with
teachers had spread rapidly to engulf most of the other job,makket's for college
graduates as well.

111144

. By 1974 the Labor Department reported that 750,000 surplus college
graduates had already been lowed into clerical service and blue-collar jobs,' 6
The Labor Department estimates that we will produce another one million
surplus college graduates by )985.17 It expects 140,000 surplus graduates.
alone from the class of 1980, that entered college in the fall Of 1976 during our
bicentennial year.

a
False Assuinptions Meld by Many Parents and Studel4

The facts outlined above do not seem to-be generally understood by college
students or their parents, Most parents seem to automatically eXPect roughly,
the same advantages for their -college-educated youngsters as those that ac-
crued td the college-educated members of their own generation. Many parents
and students alike view our recent reiession as the reason why today's college
graduates can't all find the calibel of employment to which they feel
"entitled,7 While the recession has Worsened matters, the real explanation is
much mor,e fundamental, lag-term, and irreversible.
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The technological revolution that began during WW II and accelerated later
during the reconstruction years in which, America was helping to rebuild
Europe and Japan,, produced an unparalled demand for highly-educated
tec'hnicia(rs of virtually every type. This resulted hi, a chronic shortage inhe
supply of 'college-trained labor that persisted throughout the 1950's and all the
way through the 1960's.

Although the supply.of college graduates increased enormously during this
period, the demand for college-trained labor also grew very rapidly and thus
the, shortage, was never fully eliminated. Throughout this entire period 'a
prosperous America experienced a growing need for college graduates and a
college sheepskin acquirsd a reputation as an automatic ticket to a better waj,
of life. By the late 1960's, however, it was already clear that the supply of
college graduates was finally going to catch up with and surpass the demand for
this category of labor. '

Today's college. graduau; face exact, opposite supply and denland
conditions than those their parents faced when they were of College age. There
used to be more jobs for college graduates than there were graduates. Now
therare more graduates than jobs that require college graduates. This condi-I
tion will not change for at least another decade until the baby boom genervion
passes through our educational pipeline. Today we are experiencing a chronic
oVersupply'oE college graduates.

Entrance of Vionien Worsen the Career Bust .
4

Although the number of women In our paid work force has continued to
grow steadily throughout this century, it has shot up most dramatically since
1950. The number of women workers doubled between 1950 .ani1 1974 and
women how account for 39% or nearly twp-fifths of all wprkers.19 The
generally increased seriousness of women in their career pursuits has been
especially noticeable in the.college joHnarket: .

Women hay' e significantly increaseq the competition and thereby inadver-
tentlytently contributed to the college job market career bust in at least four ways.
1) just as there are more people in the baby boom generation (BBG) there ar
also' more women in this group, 2) a,higher percentage of the women in.th
BIC are 'going to collegewomenionstituted 45 percent of thp college,
population in 1975 as opposed Co orfiy 31.6 percent in 1950;20 3) morer'
these women are not only entering the work force but also intend to rental
permanently in it; and 4) as regards, the college job market in particul
women are getting more of the top jobL

1
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.
A Lifetime otzSevere Career Competition Is Projected for the BBG

Society is organized like a pyramid. College gidduates occupy the
managerip and other decision-making .positions at the top a this social
pyramid and are responsible fo'r the pyramid's overall management and
airection Population growth normally results in a proportionate expansion in.
the number of positions at all levels in tte pyramid including those at the top.
The pyramid ,cannot expand proportionately, however, in resp'onse to a
transitory increase in population as in the case of the recent 'baby boom. In
order to see yvhy, we shall look again at the boom7kirsT.the baby boom
generation (BBG) generated in the job'market for teachers.

If population had continued to grow throughsnit the postwar era up even
until today, brand new teaching positions would still be opening each year and
these new positions could have absorbed at least part ofthe increasein the size
of the graduating classes of the IBBG. The fact that the teaching profession,
traditionally the largest single employer of college graduates, did not expand
but in fact contracted (see above), backed up the, supply of college graduates

..and resulted in increased-competition. for the relatively few remaining
4 non-teaching positions in the upperpart tlf the pyramid. .

.

.
There is an even more general and perhaps more easily, understood reason

why the social pyramid. will not expand proportionately to- accommodate the
members of the BBG. The senior positions if the top of the pyradnd tend to be
occupied by our oldest, most experienced decision-makers. Upon retirement,
these people tend to pass their powerful positions along to members of they
generation 'closest to them inn experience. The same principle operates.
A all levels of the pyramid with the result that pow' er tends.to bevassedon to
members of the next lowest generation.'One's advanct upward through the
social pyramid is largely governed, theierore, by the passige of time which
results ultimately iii the retirement ,of those 'at the top. This in turn allows.
everyone to pove up one level at a time.

Today the first wave of the BBG occupies the lower levels of the social/
pyramid. Thoe the BBG must wait until those in the _generation
immediately senior to the BBG move up If fore they can advance in the
pyrarnikThe0 .comes, howover,in theralization thatdespite its greater .

site, the BBG dill inherit rouglily the same'number of managenal positions as
were inherited by tie Ankh singer generations that preceded it. Consequent
.a much smaller percentage of the members of the BBG will be able to advance
into higher positions. Sihcf` people are always in closest competition for
advancement with ..otheriitheir own age, the sombetitiin among-those in the
BBG will be much more intense and it will remain so throughout their careers

4 9
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because there will always be a relative abundance of eompetttors in this age
group. °

Which Apple? What Price? Fruit or Cider? .
,

Anyone who's ever grown apilles will tell you that their price 'from year
to year is no Indica-non o how good they are. In a year when the---iipple,
harvest is bundant,grade A apples sell for less than grade B apples in .1 poor
harvest y oar when apples are scarce. This year's price of apples reflects their
relative abundance or scarcity of supply this year. The very same impersonal
marre,t laws of relative supply and demanZI4.1so determine how much college
graduates can command for their services. Today's baby boom generation
(BBG) graduate is part of a vetry abundant harvest of cqllege.graduates and his
or 14 more modest salary reflects this fact.

The turnafound ffom, a period of unjersupply to one of oversupply of
college graduated Is most emphatically revealed in what has happened to the
starting salaries of college,graduates. In 1969, the starting salary of.U.S. college
graduates was 24 percent above OM of the average Americans worker.21
1972 the college advantage ifad slipped to 12 petcent and it now stands at 6
peicent." Moreover, many recent college graduates haven't even found jobs
that use their skills. This is also analogous to what happens to a few of the
better apples in a year of abundant harvest.

Top grade iapplls are not usually gushed tlymake juice or cider. This does
. .

4'
. happen, 'however, in a year when thC trees are overflowing with high quality

apples not all of which can be sold As fruit. This is analogous to what has
. ,happened to the three quarters of a million College graduates who were forced

Into clean al, sets/led:and blue-collar occupations between 1970 and 1.974.2'
.

4

It is clear, therefore that the _traditional advantages of better pay and more
interesting work no longer automatically accrue to all college vaduat.es. Yes,'
the very best students from the verysbest schools- the elite top 5 percent Can
reasonably expect to automatically receive these advantages., Grade AAA
apples are almost never used for ,cider. Those Who.make up the fee of today's
college' population run a.serious risk of being.'"crushed for cider'," however,
sunless they take some conscious steps to avoid this unpleasant fate.

!realistic, Strategic Career Plans Are a Must for Today's Student

N. Mjre than a quarter of a million college studertts_attendithoolLin- the
Boston area. Each year some of theie students who want to go home for
Thanksgiving fail to make it because the planes are alrfully booked. Next June,
sus a result of failing to make adequate career plans, many thousands ritore of

A
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these students will fail to get jobs that use their. skills and make their college
investment pay off in &liars and cents. This report should make it clear that
the college job market (the plane in our example) is going to be overcrowded.
Students who fail to "reserve a career position" (or themselves early enough
will miss a great deal more than turkey with the folks:

There are those who view going to college more or less as a business
proposition and wouldn't choose to attend if they knew attending wouldn't
ultimately pay off in the form of highei earnings and/or more interesting work.
There, are others who -are' attracted-by these traditional benefits but would
nevertheless.attend even if they knew in.advance that4lheirlegrees would not
reward them with these benefits. These areyalt.t.e judgehtents that each must
make for himself or herself.

The traditional advantages of a college education, while somewhat reduced
in size, are still Callable. Assuring oneself of getting tiietn, however, now
requires a little advanced planning. Students can no longer realistically, assume
that they can blithely pursue whatever cotIrse9of study taey fancy and still be
assured of getting a good job after graduation.

To4ay's Job Market Mandates New Guidance TThniques

Until very recently, there were more jobs for college graduates than there,
-were. graduates. Among the guidance techniques that gained widespread
adoption during this period of plentiful jobs was the administration of batteries
of psychological tests. The .psychological profile that resulted from taking these
tests was compared with those of people vorking in various occupations whd
had taken the same tests. The test taker was notified of the best matches and
told, in effect, that he or she apparently stood a better chance of beinithappy
in these occupations. This is where the counseling typically stopped.

Implicit in the reasoning of many who have relied on psytihologital testing is
the assumption that if they .could find the right occupation, the test taker
would be able to find work in that occupation. Today, there are more gradu-
ates, than jobs and the assumption that work will be 'available isto longer valid.

.Today, finding work is the hard part. Psychological testing is still valuable but
the 'responsible counselor 'mat go one step furthei. He or she must conduct a
second search withiii the subset of occupations that appear "right" to find
those in which the cotinselee also stands ,a realistic chance of 'finding work.
Failing to take today's market realities into consideration5plistitutes a form.of,r,
misguidance tWat exposes the counselee to great harp as is demons ated by 4

the following unfortunate example.

In the spring of '1976, Wily-year-did Joan McCormick decided to do
something about the fact that she didn't like her job as an account executive

8
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with an advertising firm. Joan, who had spent six years working hor Way up to
this 524,000 position, desired:1 more "creative" Outlet for her intelledual
talents.cin exchange for a 5300 feeshe was given "a comprehensive battery of
.psycholtgical. tests and 'individual' counseling." Based on her profile, the
counseling firm recommended that Joan return to school to prepare for anew
career in law, journalism, or college teaching. No one could have given her
more unrealistic advice.

,

tThere has been an astounding increase in law school graduates in recent
years.,Law schools granted 30,000 diplomas in 1975nearly doable the 17,000f
they granted just four years earlier in 1971.24 As many as half'of these recent'
graduates can't find lobs in the law profession.2s As for college teaching, a Out
of Ph.D.?s already exist: Furthermore, college enrollments are already dropping .
slightly and will inevitably begin a sharp nosedive in the early 1980's 8 college's
adjust to the .reality that one million fewer people are now being born each
year than during the babysboom.26 Journalism, the field Joln chose to prepare
for, is the worst of all three choices. There has been a 481 percent increase in
tournAsm graduates since 1960.2 7 The Newspaper Fund estimates that 20960
journalism graduates from the class of ,1978 will be chasing 5,600 jobs in this
field.2 8 Unfortunately, this is not a ficticious example.

TheJob Market Is Worst fo'rLiberal Arts Graduates

Two factors explain why students in the liberal arts face the highest
, probability of not finding good' jobs: 1) there is an even greater relative

oversupply of liberal arts graduates.than 'of college graduates in general and,
2) given the increased availability of graduates, fewer employers appear willing
to continue special training programs for liberal arts graduates:

Whereas overall college enrollments have grown by leaps and bounds,
enrollinents in the liberal aIls have literally exploded. Between 1961 and 1971
overall 'enrollments increased 228 percent while liberal arts enrollments jumped
272 percent." Overall enrollments are projected to increase by 272 percent
whereas liberal arts enrollments are expected*to nearly quadruple increase by
379 percent---between 1961 and 1981.3° liberal arts graduates, whn`made up
42 percent of the class of 1961, made up 51 percent of the class of 1971 and
dre,projected to constitute.58.percent of the class of 1981.3

Meanwhile, the relative demand fOr liberal' arts graduates has fallen off. As
was noteearlier, career opportunities in education traditionally the largest
employer of liberal arts graduates, have deblined sharply along with the birth

' rate And employers of.all types`are showing less interestiri hiring and training
4 the liberal arts-gra,d4ate.

t-
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A 1,974 survey by the College Placement Council showed that 76 pe'rcent of
the employers surveyed hired less than 10 percent of their totalnew'college
hirdg from the liberal arts. Moreover, only about one-quarter of these

:employers had special programs to, trainliberal arts graduates.3 2 Because of the,
present surplus of, graduates, most employers appear. able to fill all their
openings without resorting to the experi7of training the liberal arts graduate.
Consequently, liberal arts Majors de becoming disproportionately represented
among the unemployed and the underemployedthose Who are being forced to:
accept work fOr which they are overqualified. A recent study cond &ted at the
University of Ntichigan indicated that as much as 27 percent of the nation's
work force may ultimately be forced into underemployment.33/

It hai been argued that the ,broader, less specialized background, one
acquires from a liberal arts education can give one a competitiVe edge in coping
with the rapidly changing nature of today's world. It is certainly true that our
world is cbanging 'rapidly. It may also be true that the less specific nature ofa
liberal arts eduCation produces students who are more adaptable and can adjust
more easily to change. However, even if these assumptions are true, the fact is

ethat they are of litt14 relevance if employers won't hire these students in the
4 . . first place. OA the otherr, hand, about three fourths of the employers in the

College Placemerit Council's 1974 survey maintained that they would hire
more liberal arts graduates "if they had 'certain business-related courses or if
they had done co-op and other experimental work."34 This may be a solution.

. ...

e

/

A

In ally case, it is clear that the liberal arts stu.dent must take some realistic
steps to make himself or herself attractive to employers after graduation. It

4,

Irma' be emphasized that the route of continuing. on to graduate school-
-especially in the liberal artsmay lead to even greater disappointments,
Thousands,of positions in college teaching are going to be. eliminated very
shortly as the last of the baby bout generation passe lout of 00 colleges and'
universities. We've also discussed the employtent situation for law school.
graduates and it is by no means unique among professional school graduates.

Bumping Has Spread the Career Bust to All Job'Markets

Although a separate labor market exists for each of the Labor Department's
over 35,000 different classification's of labor,3'', it is incorrect. to think of each
of these markets as being rigidly separated from the others. Rather, one shquIcl
think of each of these nets as a, single coil in 'a very large spring fhal ''
.constitutes the overall labor market. Forces that are applied to any one of the
'coils in this spring will ultimately be felt to some degree in all the other coils as
well. .* : .

.,
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Better educated surplus workers often have, a competitive edge in Ali job
market incau,se, if given a choice,.many employers will hire the better educated'
applicant for a job. This employer preference has resulted in what has come to
be known as the surplus, M.A. "bumping" the B.A. out of a j.4), the surplus
B.A. ktumpitief the junior college .graduate, the junior college graduate
"bumping" the high school graduate and so on down the educational ladder.
This type of bumping, which complies per(edtly with our Coil/spring.analogy,,

has ,become widespread today. Examining where and hoiv these patterns
developed provides valuable insights into how our laborparketsfunctiqn a

yhy
certain job market strategieswork while others fail.

Teaching watethe first profdssional field to experience a general oversupply
of college gradates .for two reasons. Teacher education has traditionally been
the most popular college major. In 1969 when the teacher surplus first
dev'eloped, 35 percen/..pf all college students were enrolled in teacher education
programs.3° Consequently, the greatly enlarged classes of the baby boom
rapidly produced a superabundance of qualified teachers. Second, as was'noted
earlier, by The time the first baby boom graduates were getting their degrees,
the birth rate had already begun to return to its prewar level and teaching

:iositions were beginning to be elfininated.,Thus would-be.teachers who were
forced to look elsewhere ror Adrk became the first graduate's to initiate the
bumping process.

The teacher surp u14s egan at 20,000 in 1969, climbed to 77,000 the next
year, exceeded 100,000 annlially by 1971 and is projected to continue growing
through 1981." Because they were sp numerous, surplus teachers almost
immediately bumped all the remaining markets for college graduates into a
general condition of oversupply. By 1972, the starting salary advantage of
collegegraduates over that of the average Arrierican worker had already been
cut in half from its level in 196938 and jobs were hard to find. One result vig
that more students continued on to graduate school-hoping thereby to gain a
competitive edge in the scramble for good jobs.

Throughout the postwar period, the production of master's degrees has
actually increased even more rapidly than that of bachelor's degrees. The
number of master's degrees conferred grew from 74,435 in 1960 to 208,291 in

.
1970, an increase of 280 percent.39 During this same decade, the number of
bachelor's degrees conferred expanded from 392,440 to 827,234, an increase
of only 211 percent.4° The early 19'70's, however, witnessed a' sharp
accelerition in this trend.

.1;

In 1972, an additional 43,342 masters degrees were conferred.4 I This raised
the total to 251,633nearly as many. master's degrees as the number of
bachelor's degrees that had been conferred just 17 years earlier in 1955.42
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Meanwhile, law school enrollments practically doubled from 17,000 to 30,000
in the four brief yeals between 1971-1975.4 3 Whereas the "bumping" process
may give many of these new Miit.'s a competitive edge in the scramble for
better, jobs, it is not clear that bumping will work for those in ih.D. programs
where the oversupply is even larger.

Ph.D.'s: Victims of the Ultimate Career, Bust

The general surplus of college graduates is most severe among those holding
the Ph.D. In 1975 the Labor'Department published a special Ph.D. manpower
report that projected .job openings for fewer than 1/3 of all- new
graduates through 1985.44 Oversupply in this labor market is particularly
worrisome in view of present employer attitudes regarding the value of this
degree and those who hold it.

-Between 1972 and 1985, the Department of Labor expects a total of
187,40 'new openings for Ph.D.'s:During this same petiod, however, the
supply of new Ph.D.'s pouring out of our graduate schools is expected to total
583,400. This means that nearly 400,000 of these new Ph.D.'s will not be able
to find work suitable to their training." It is here, at the top' of our
educational ladder, that the combined' impact of the postwar baby boom and
our dramatically increased commitment to higher education is most lucidly
revealed by these two facts. Ph.D. production between 1972 and 1985 will be
nearly twice as great as the total of all Ph.D.'s employed_in 1972. Moreover, by
itself, be number of surplus Ph.D.'s produced by 1985 will exceed the total
number of Ph.D.'s employed in 1972,(334,600) by more than 60,000.46

In 1972, 70 percent of all Ph.D.'s were employed, by educational
institutions and fewer than 15 percent of these degree holders worked in
business and inthistry.47 ,Since college enrollments are declining, many new
Ph.D.'s will have to find jobs elsewhere. Many employers, however, look upon
the Ph.D. as strictly a researUi degree that has little value outside academic
pursuits. Others yiew Ph.D.'s as impractical, overeducated types who are likely
to be dissatisfied outside the classroom and thus might cause trouble .withih
their own organizations. Some potential employers feel threatened by those
who have more education than they have. Consequently, it is not at all clear
that a Ph.D. gives one a competitive edge or "bumping" advantage with most
non-academicemployers. A. .

StuZient's,.Parent's Unrealistic txpectations Are Harhful

A large number of parents 'and students still do not realize that the baby
boom has resulted in A long-term shift from undersupply to oversupply of .

college graduates. Many of these students continue to fallaciously attribute

1r:



their inability to find suitable work to solely t` nsitory economic conditions
4

like the recent recession. Many, if not most
iouglily the same advantages for their college-ti
cCrued to the college-educated members or.
nrealistic expectations can be expected to res

.tnfulfilled hopes and disillusionment. As one c
graduates may form equally as unrealistic self it
Enlightened counseling could significantly reds.

damage destined to be generated by these dishe.

rents, continue, to anticipate
fined youngsters as those that
their own generation. These
t in an embpering harvest of
sequence, many disappointed

Sages of themselves as "losers."

e the amount of psychological
expectations.

Col

Baby boom graduate's wilt begin, to harbOur more realistic career expecta-
tions if they come to better understand the adverse nature of their more
competitive circumstances. This would enable th em in turn to become more
accepting of their fate. Life itself' is a lottery. lc) have been born an American

constitutes very good ,ItiCk in the lOttay of life.
is

have seen born an
American who is capable of completing college is even better luck, but ..
nevertheless` not quite as good luck if you happentd to be born between
roughly 1945 and 1965. This would be a much healthier, more realistic way fOr
today's graduates to view their circumstances. I 1

. . - ,- 1

[ .

The realities faced by today's college students are qttite different-from those
their parents confronted at their age. It is unrealistic and therefore potentially
harmful for a young man who is the exact vi.rin (in, terms of _ability and
preparation} of his college-educated father to s t his ',heart on achieving the
same.relative position in our social pyramid as th t atta4ned by his father. Sons
like thisare in a completely different numbers game. They must beat out 31/2
times as

.
many competitors in order to achieve their fathers'opositions.

. , *
.

The relatI competitive position of today's young women griaduate,s is more
difficult to evaluate. It is true that far fewer career fields were open to their
mothers. On the other hand, many more men and \still more women graduates
are in the competition today. --

1

I

In the past,, oink to college has more or 'less a tomatically improved the
relative social positions of the comparatively fe individuals who became
college graduates, It should be-clear, however, that very one's relative position
in our social pyramid could not be automatically imprcfved in the extreme case
where everyone went on to college. We have recent y moved much closer to
this; extreme. Thepercentage of high school graduate continuing on to college
has increased from 35 percent in 1940 to 60 percent in 1974." As a resuI,t,
the college advantage both in terms of salary and rel five social position has
been eroded for the average graduate. Another con equence is ,that these
advantages are nct longer automatic. Getting them now, quires some planning.
Today's students could form more realistic career ex ectations and better

13
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adjust to the realities they confront if both these facts were made abundantly
clear to them.

Does the Baby Boom Coitsiitute a Social Problem 'or Opportunity?

America clearly has its share of major problems: environmental pollution,
crime, excessively high pupil-teacher ratios, major shortages of such things as
mass transit and housing, and the attendant intercity, blight 4hat bot., spawns
and is in turn spawned by these conditions. I Would include the baby boom
among this growing list of problems. Some people believe the problems arising
out of the baby boom have enough explosive potential to be the final straw to
break America's back. Others, ironically enough,.see in the baby boom the very
ingredients needed to solve our most pressing social problems. Both outcomes
seem to be possible. Which outcome is realized will depend upon how our
leadership managgs this pOtential problem/opportunity.

The bpby boom problem wakearlier compared to that of trying, o fit the
.entire Canadian population into the U.S. work force. If wewere involved in an
all-out war, all available hands vyould be needed and we'd be delighted to have
every Canadian job) in the effort. Similar reasoning suggests that we enlist our
Surplus baby boom graduates in an all -out fight' against the major social
problems that presently threaten us from within.

°

The familiar phrase, "A mind is a terrible thing .to lose, has been very
effective, in soliciting funds for higher education. ,Now that we've already .

invested billions educating our surplus graduates, wouldn't it represent an even
0. r

more terrible waste not to make use of these minds that we've finally
developed to the point of being productive?'

4.

The present opportunity to resolve our urban and environmental problems
will not always be with us. America is becoming a nation of old people.. Our:
birth ratohn declined to (he point that we are barely reproducing ourselves
and we are living longer. In the future, therefore, a growing percentage of our
young people will be needed to care for our aging masses and we won't have
toddy's surplus,of young people to work on our social problems. Consequently,
if we -don't solve' these problems now, wo may not have . the necessary
manpower to successfully grapple with them in the future.

The alternative of allowing this manpower to go unused is as dangerous as it
is socially wasteful and callous. Several million embittered, disillusioned,
underemployed and idle college graduates can not be expected 1(i.suffer
quietly. If their needs for meaningful employment are ignored, the resultant
social disruptions could indeed be enormous. Finding sociably valuable

14
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waknot just jobs ,for all the members of the baby boom generation ought to
become a number one domestic priority of the Carter Administration.

i
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